Analysis of ultrahigh molecular weight polyethylene failure in artificial knee joints: thermal effect on long-term performance.
The mechanism resulting in damage to and failure of ultrahigh molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) tibial inserts was investigated on clinically retrieved components. The severity of the subsurface damage increased with the length of time that the component had been implanted. A theoretical analysis was developed to account for the generation of subsurface damage based on a heat transfer model. Friction generates surface heat during articulation of total knee systems. Due to the cooling effect of body fluid on the surface, the rise in temperature on the UHMWPE surface is lower than that below the surface. The peak temperature was estimated to occur on a plane positioned about 1 to 2 mm below the surface. This result was similar to the bulk temperature variation observed during in vivo and in vitro studies by other investigators. Although the difference in temperature on and below the surface is only a few degrees, the thermal effect becomes apparent after a long time and may be explained by the viscoelastic behavior of polymers: the temperature-time equivalence. It is therefore suggested that this thermal effect is another contributory factor to material damage, in addition to high stress and oxidative degradation (in appropriate cases). Therefore, any technological efforts aimed at improving the performance of artificial joint prostheses should minimize the thermal effects at the subsurface of the articular components.